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FOREWORD 
On recommendation of the Newfoundland Fisheries 
Development Committee, the Governments of Canada and New-
foundland joined in carrying out a survey in July and August, 
1952, of the more important communities on the northeast coast 
of the Province of Newfoundland. While the emphasis was placed 
on the commercial fisheries of these communities, factual infor-
mation was also compiled on the harbour facilities, forestry, 
agriculture and the social aspects of community life. The notes 
included in the report are intended to provide the Development 
Committee, and later the various departments of the two govern-
ments, with data for their guidance in planning and carrying out 
a programme of fisheries development. 
It should be understood that, in view of the relatively 
shor~ time available to cover this large area, the survey was of 
necessity more of a reconnaissance than an exhaustive study of 
each individual community. 
The departments of the federal government were re -
presented as follows: Fisheries - D.R. Buchanan; Public Works -
E. V. Gilbert; Resources and Development - J.M. Robinson; 
Agriculture - H. W.R. Chancey and I.Green. The government of 
Newfoundland was represented as follows: Fisheries and Co-oper-
atives - C. Storey; Economic Development - N. Short; Agriculture -
R. Carnell; Forestry - E. Corcoran; and Public Welfare - R. L. 
Andrews and W. Rockwood. 
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Hi\.HBOUR F_l.C I LITIES 
N!J.tv!E 0 F PLJ~CE : L i t t l e Bay I slands 
Latitude 49°38~' N . Longitude 
5 5 o L,. 7 ' Vf • 
Chart I\To . 285 . l:i.ir photos : 
A 12103 - 214 & 215 
EXI STING Vv1IARV~S : Pu blic whurf ; jetty type , 225 feet 
l ong , 29 fee t wide at outer end ; 
20 fuet wide at inner end . Private 
·wharf of ,Jarnes Strong C o·mpany : sorae 
sindll stages . Cou.stal steamers use 
public ·wharf . 
EXISTING BR~ .. ~lC .~ .. i.TERS : l'Jatural land- locked h<lrbour . 
Breakwater bridge connects Mack Ys 
Island to Little Bdy Islands • 
• l\.PFROli.CiiES FRO£,~ THJI: SJJ.;A : Good 
FOG COl~DITIOl\JS : Good 
STOR11 CONDITIONS : Good 
ICE CONDITIONS : F r ozen December to April : Sea ice 
may be trou b l esome until May . 
TID~\L PECULIJi.:;{ITijjJS : Nil 
l'Li.TURE OF BOTTO~li : Stoney 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
IJV.H .. ~RFAGE Al~D SHELTER : Not apparently needed 
DREDGING REQUIRED : Ni l 
AVi\.ILABILITY OF COl~STRUCTION MATERIALS : Rock , loose and rnas.s i ve , 
l 'JC J.lly . 
Timber : Green Bay 
EVG . July 31st , 1952 . 
LITTLE BAY ISLANDS 
Entrance to Islands 
North side from above church I South Side of islands, 
Four former Labrador schooners laying 
wasting at Little Bay Islands 
. 
-
r·IEI1IOHANDUl\11 FOR REPORT ON 
FISHING COIVTI\IUNITY SCHEDULES 
1 . The populntion for settlements wns derived from the 1951 
census . 
2 . The numbor of fishern1en , the numbur of bo8ts 2nd the 
fishing gear nre those thnt are actuQlly operating this 
yeo.r . In n1nny settlements vi si tcd , there were a nurnber 
of bonts nnd n considerable nmount of gear not being used . 
3. The averngc nge and literacy figures would perh2ps be more 
applicable if nn averRge wore made of severnl settleLlents 
in one aren . \Ji thout n detc:tiled knowledge of every 
fish0rmnn in n settlement, it is only possible to make an 
approxiLlntion of the nvorage ngo and literncy . 
4. The 1950 production of shore fish for settlements was 
derived from tho Fisheries Prices Support Bonrd , Ottawa • 
5 • . In soLle instnnces where it was not possible to get the 
stutistics for the c2tch of n species of fish for a 
settlement, this informCltion \vtls obtnined from the 
stntistics section of the Nfld . Fish~ries Board . In the 
majority of schedules, this information wns obtClined 
directly frou the field work . Tho statistics for snluon 
and lobster aro for total lnndings . No ntten1pt wns r1Dde 
to get the brenkdown of sold fresh, pickled and cnnned forms . 
However, in the nreas visitud by thu survey p?rty, practi-
cnlly nll of the salLlon nnd lobster are sold in the fresh 
stntc . 
6. In mnny cnscs, for tho historicnl notes on the s8ttlements, 
other sources thnn field information were used . Among 
those sources were· 
' 
Reverund Tocquc ' s book entitled 
nNewfoundland As It vJns nnd As It Is Now In 1887rv and the 
Hon . J.R. Srno.llwood's HG8zette of rJewfoundlandVY . 
....--...... 
-
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Little Bay Islands. 
• 
Aron Groen Bay 
July 31, 1952. 
1. Settlement~ 
( a ) Population 535 
(b) No . families e~gaged fishing 16 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work 19 
( d ) No .men engaged other occupations 
2 . Fishermen: 
(a) Total No . 20 
No .Shore 20 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bank0rs & draggors --
(b) Average age 40 
3. Crew Organizatio12.!_ 
(a) No . of Crews 5 
(c) Literacy 70% 
Sons & Partners 12 Sharemon 3 No. of Skippers 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 7 Trawls 30 Cod Nets 
Hand lines, some 
Salmon 'fraps --
Lobster pots, yes 
Herring Seines --
Mackerel Seines --
( b) Trap Boats 5 Motor 
Jack Boats 
--
Long 
5. Settlement Annual Catch~ 
---
Jiggers, somo 
Salmon Nets 20 
Cap l in Soines 3 
Herring Nets l~ 
Mackerel Nets 
Boats 30 Dories 2 
liners 
--
Schooners 
Punts 
1 
5 
( a) Cod.Light salted (1952) Q' s 380 (1951) Q' s 2 ,250 (1950) 
Cod. Hvy . salted (1952 ) Q's 
Cod. Fresh (1952) lb s . 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs • 3,000 
( c ) Lobster (1952) lbs. 1.5,000 
( d) Turbot (19.51) bbls. 80 
( 8 ) Herring (1952) bbls. 
( f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. 
--
--
--
Average lbs. --
Average lbs. 11,000 
Avornge bbls . 69 
(g) Seals, No.(Average) 150 
2, 139 
- 2 -
• 
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Co!!.9itions: 
Better homes than in the average fishing settlement on the 
French Shore. There are two poor dwellings in the settlement. 
7, Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants. 
There is a fish dryer and a small seal oil factory. 
The fish dryer. is an experimental wooden fan dryer tho. t circu-
lates warm air from ordinary coal stoves placed below the fans. 
It will dry about 75 Q's at once, It takes 7 hours to mako 
Labrador-cure and 12 hours to make semi-dry. · Light-salted 
cod is dried in the sun first and then finished in the dryer. 
The dryer was built by James Strong, Jr. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Fishermen's sheds are in average condition. Fish 
flakes are gradually getting out of repair as they are not 
required as much with the diminishing amount of Labrador fish. 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. 
James Strong, Mr . Jones and Mr ~ H. Hillier buys some. 
All are local merchants here. About 50% of the cod is exported 
directly from Little Bay Islands. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy supplies on an 80% credit basis. The 
length of time that the bulk of credit is given is gradually 
diminishing . The average period is five months. 
10 •. 2£qpera ti ve Development: 
Nil •. 
11. The Settlement's 9.f.irea Of Economic Influence: 
James Strong used to own 140 cod traps which he rented 
out to fishermen. He now rents 64 cod traps in nearby settle-
ments. In the peak year of the fish business Mr . Strong bou3ht 
47,000 Q's. In 1951, he bought 11,000 Q's , nt one timo he had 
18 schooners fishing on the Labrador. This year he has only 
one. l'vir •. ,Strong also collects lobster from settlements in this 
area . 
/ 
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i2. Historiaal Notes~ 
About 65 years ago lobster were in abundande here. 
There was a lobster cannery at the settlement, but it hasn 't 
operated for tho last 50 years . Thirty years ago the lobster 
population dropped very low and there were none even for local 
consumption. Then in the last four years the lobster have been 
coming back and the average settlement catch is 11,000 lbs. per 
year. 
13. Additional Notes On Fishery And Other Resource~~nd Attit~o~of 
Fishermen, Etc.~ 
The James Strong schooner is in Labrador a r:-id so far 
this year has 750 Q's of cod. In 1951, she brought 1,900 Q' s . 
There are also 18 men fishing at Fishot Island from 
this settlement this year. They are getting good catches that 
may roach 100 Q's per man. 
The cod trap season at Little Bay Islands is from June 
20 to August 1. Hook and line fishing continues to Novombor 31. 
The salmon season is from I'llay 15 to rluly 15. James 
Strong has a small ice house for storing chilled salmon . But 
there is never a big salmon fishery here. 
Turbot are daught on a small scalu . This ye ar ' s prico 
to fishermen for No. 1. Turbot is $28 .00 per bbl. For No . 2 
Turbot the price is $20 .00. 
A small catch of chiefly "Boaters ii seals is usually 
made. James Strong has a small factory that processes around 
1,000 gallons of seal oil a year . 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of te r ms used in at t ached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of l ess than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetab l e production . 
Areas over 500' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres , under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
.. ...... - ... -
.. -.. .... .. .. . 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
Little Bay Islands. DATE: 31-7-52. 
Subsistence type gardens maintained, 
producing less than local requirements. 
Soils thin, existing in isolRted 
pockets between rock outcrop, and 
derived from granite parent rock. 
Principally ~ot.atoes, with minor 
quantities of cabbage and turnip. 
Approximately 50 - 60 sheep maintained. 
No agricultural potential due to 
absence of soil and rough, outcropped 
topography .• 
• 
FOHESTHY 
. 
The Economic Survey by the Federal Department of Fisheries 
was designed to cover a wide diversity of fields so that the 
relative importance of each port t'light be ascertained. This 
. 
' portion of the report covers forestry, water supply and road 
communications, which were grouped because some assessment of 
each of these was possible from air photographs. Unfortun-
ately the scales of the air photographs, most of which varied 
between twenty-six hundred and forty feet to an inch and four 
thousand feet to an inch, were such that only general inform-
ation could be gathered . These reports can only serve as a 
guide tov1ard the choice of specific areas for which detailed 
studies raay be prepared later. 
The forests of Newfoundland now provide a greater 
proportion of her income than even her fisheries, and may be 
expected to play an even more important role in the economy of 
the fishing settlements when organization of the forest 
utilization progranunos has been con1pleted. 
The forests of the coastal region, with which this report 
is primarily concerned, fall naturally into two classes: 
(1) Those forests close enough to the ports to provide 
fuelwood, timber for local needs and possibly lumber for 
local export . 
(2) Inland forests on the li-cunsed berths which could 
provide employment . 
A forGst belt extending inland throe miles from the 
general line of the seacoast was re~~rved as a source of fuel-
wood and timber for tho fishermen. There is a largu percentage 
of rock barren and heath in this belt and the thin soiled 
,-..._ are Els carry stands of scrub sprue e and balsRm which rnay 
eventually reach fuelwood size but will not grow large 
enough for saw timber. One of the photographs of Ship Cove 
shows Mr . Robert Chancey standing in ·th8 midst of a thirty-
seven year old forest which barely renchcs to his knees. 
Tr ee growth is rc.pid v1herever the soi l s a r e sui table but fo r 
some rsason most trE.~es seem to stagn8te 8fter rc2ching n 
height of from thirty to forty feet . If the incessRnt cutting 
for fuelwood could be restricted , the better sites Clnywhere 
along the co~st would produce s2w timber , that is , tr8es six to 
eight inches in di~meter at bresst l1eight . Residents of such 
barron outports as Cook ' s Harbour , Ship Cov e , Twillingate , Fogo 
and Jo8 B2tt ' s Arm all claimed that these localities were 
heavily timbered when the first white settlers arrived . They 
further stClted thPt excessive cutting , fire and use of the 
spruce 2nd bals2m reproduction for fish flnkes ~nd for sheep 
fodder hnd finnlly reduced the countryside to henth . On the 
hilltops trees were often growing in a thin layer of pent 
without c::ny rninE:;rnl soil between it c:tnd the pRrent rock . 
OncG burnt , no grov1th w2s possible until R 11ew lnyE.::r of soil 
hnd developed . This ~xpl~ins how nrcns which couldn't 
possibly support a forest now might oncu have been wooded . 
The cutting of fuGlwood is unrestricted in the'i'VFisherman ' s 
Eeltn but Cl license must be obtained fo r the right to cut setw 
timbt;r 2.nd a noninnl chnrgc pur thouscu1d bonr d feet raust be 
pnid for all trees reoovGd . 
11:0 st of thE.~ int crior f orc.;st F'.rc;n. is novr held , C!i thLr ~ s 
freehold or by long turm lc8se , by the two lC'rge pulp c:nd 
pc:per cornpnnies , Bow0ter ' s ( Newfoundlr.111d ) Pulp n.nd Prtpl!r l'Iills 
Limited ~nd the Anglo-Newfour1dl2nd Developaent Cornp~ny . In this 
r ~po rt these co n1 p 't n i Gs wi 11 be given their 1ocn1 n A r~1 c.; s of 
Boweter' s or the 13ovv-c:tt;r Con1µnny end the A. IJ . D. Cornprtny . Also 
of interest is thu Intc~ rLc-i tional Greufell Associntion lirni t on 
Cc:nadn Bny 1/vh0re the firn1 of Sclunders & Howell is operr.ting . 
Both th0 Bownter nnd the A. N. D. limits nrL divided into 
lC1rgP- divisions on which thl- cutting is limited , 2t least in 
those which were visit~d by the survey , to thnt 2mount which 
v.rould perrni t (1 sixty yt;2r cycle . Since grovvth on thesE lir11i ts 
is very rDpid , this progran1r1e could bo continued ind8fini tely . 
Bowater' s have one di vision centred at l1fainbrook on Hare Bay 
which is planned to produce sixty thousarid cords of wood per 
. 
year. A second centre at Deer Lake controls logging oper-
• 
ations at the southern end of White Bay and a third at Baie 
Verte is operating on a cycle similar to that of l·1ainbrook. 
Lach Division has a large depot or depot town built for its 
staff which, unlike the average lumbering or mining town, is 
built for permanence. Some idea of the effect of these pulp-
wood operations on the livelihood of the Northeasterrt coast 
can be obtained by a simple calculatior1 of the number of men 
employed and the average income from their operations . The 
average man cuts 1 . 75 cords of wood per day arid is paid about 
six dollars per cord. If each rrian ·worked one hundred days, 
a sixty thousand cord operation would give three hundred and 
forty men an income of one thousand and fifty dollElrs . In 
addition, there is the potential income from the hauling of the 
pulpvvood to rivers, driving the logs down the rivers, or trans-
porting them from the river moutl1s to the mills. Divisions on 
Hare Bay and 1JJhi te Bay depend upon the out ports for almost all 
of their labour supply while those south of Notre Dame Bay 
recruit their labour from all over the provinct.: . 
ilt pres8nt thu high price paid for the cutting of pulpwood 
does attract mun from the fishing . This need not be con-
sidered a disadvantage, as the pulpwood operations ar8 planned 
to last ind8finitcly and some income should always come from 
this source . Besidus rnoru r.1odern rnuthods of fishing and 
processing m2y release men from that industry . Any planning 
for the development of ports on tht.; Horthe8st8rn coast should 
be done in conjunction with thu two largo pulp companies . 
In order to simplify comparison of the many ports, the 
information has bo8n pr6sented by means of a standard form 
and short description. The meaning of each t8rm and the 
reason for its inclusion on th e forrn is given below. 
Air photo cov1Jrf1g0 -- tho roll and picture numbc;rs of thu . air 
r1aps employed --
Numb<:,r of f ar11ilus 
present --
Area of accussible 
f orcst --
photogr9phs on which this area is shown . 
The first set of nwnbcrs ~re the photo-
graphs covering the port itself, with 
thu second set showing those required to 
study the generC1l area around the port . 
Thi s shows what maps should be usGd in 
conjunction vri th tli8 roport . 11oreovur 
the information on a map at eight or ten 
mil~s to onu inch is very general and not 
nearly ns inclusive as that on on8 at one 
mile to c:tn inch . 
The first figure is the 1951 census of the 
population of thnt sottl0munt . The total 
populEttion vvas divided by a muan figuru of 
five to Elrrivu at thu probable nun1bE;r of 
famili es in the settlements . Studies in 
other parts of Newfoundland h2ve shown 
that uach family will burn twulvc cords of 
fuolwood per year on an evcr8ge . 
This includes 8 very gcnerRl figure for 
the number of acres of commercial forest 
' 
potentially commercial forest and slow-
grovving scrub vvi thin cl radius of fi V(~ 
miles from thu centre of each port . lf 
the port is located on a small island, a 
separate figure is given for the forest on 
the island itself .• The quality of the nir 
photogrnphs vvas often v<::.~ry poor so it v.J"as 
difficult to distinguish slow-growing 
forest from open heath . The 0rcC"1 S of 
forest Rre for purposes of compArison 
only nnd not of sufficient ruliDbility to 
Estimated per cent 
of slow-growing 
be quoted . 
forest -- Much of th8 coastal forest consists of 
Ownership 2nd 
control - -
Difficulties of 
utilization --
S2wmills licensod 
for 1952 
Distnnce to ne2rest 
spruce and balsan1 vJhich , because of its 
slow growth , has no commercinl value . 
Thi s estimAte was based on the few ground 
observations and study of the 2ir photo -
gr2phs . 
Almost all good timber outside the thrH-
mile belt is under license . A timber berth 
nenrby me2ns possibilities for 8dditionnl 
employment . 
Self- explan8tory . 
Self- explanatory . The details of this 
production is confidential nnd could not 
be published . This information mRy be 
obt2ined from the Forestry Division , Dept . 
of l\·Iines c.tnd Hu sources, St . John's, Nfld . , 
or from the Federnl Uurenu of Stntistics . 
licensed timber -- This figure illustrates the potentialities 
Opportunities for 
using the port ~s 
of ~ timber berth for employment . It also 
indicc:~tes v1hcthr~r it would be possible for 
men to work on tho timber berth during the 
week and return homu on tho weekends . 
an exit for licensed 
timber -- This could me2n the building of roads and 
h2rbour fncilities in the ports . Even if 
these were unnecessary , it does mean extra 
employn1ent at river driving and construction 
of the boou . 
• 
Forestry rating -- This is a surnmarizntion of thu potuntial-
i ties of the locality from the point of 
view of the forester. 
A. (1) Thnt the locnl fuelwood supply app82rs to be adequate. 
(2) Thr'.t thero is sufficiGnt sc-n1 timber to supply locPl 
lumbGr needs • 
(3) Th~t there appears to be sufficient timber for somG 
locci.l export . 
(4) That there are timber limits close enough to supply 
work nnd yet 2llow the workurs to go home weekends. 
(5) Thnt the timber limit ownurs could use the port as an 
exit for their pulpwood or saw timbur. 
B. (1) That the local fuelwood supply appears to be ndequatc . 
(2) Th2t therb is sufficient saw timber to supply local 
lumb~r nouds. 
(3) Thnt there appears to bo sufficient timber for some 
locnl export . 
C. That there ~ppuars to be sufficient forest to supply 
the settlement with fuelwood ancl. a lirnited nmount of 
lumber for local needs. 
D. That there is ~ very limited fuel supply locnlly but 
fuel 2nd saw timber is available within smnll boat or dog 
tenm hnul. 
E. Descriptions of th~ general geology and th8 forest 
soils have been omitt8d becausG the Federal Dcpnrtn1cnt of 
Agriculture representative was a very nbl e podologust who, 
because of the lack of agricultural soils in most of the 
coastal regions, was able to cover these subjects in 
addition to his other duties. 
In the pro blt-r.1 of wntGr supply it wns assumed that 
dug wells would be used unless a gravity system could be 
r'-
-
installed cheaply . Thus n 12ke , in order to be con-
sidered a sntisfactory source , hfld to drain toward the 
harbour so thClt vvator could be piped to the settlement 
nt no greC1ter cost thRn the building of a small dam, 
the possible inst2llation of a ~iltrntion bed , 8nd the 
price of the piping and 12bour . Tho greatly distorted 
sandstones, sle'. t cs Rnd lirnustonu s so con1rrion Along the 
co8st of IJt;wfoundlE~nd suggest the possibility of 
Elrtosian sources which , as in mnny of the towns in 
Ontnrio , could supply large procossing plnnts And with 
et reservoir c:Lnd pur11ping system nll thG needs of the 
settlement . The possibility of water from this source 
should not be overlooked at those pl8ces where lakes of 
suit2ble quality are not nvailc:Lblu . 
The ro2d studies aru , like those· of th8 forests and 
the wntur supply, very general . They merely show 
whether thG terrain is such thnt roetds could be built nt 
a re~son2blc cost, 2nd do not try to choose routos . 
·when rands 2re pl2nned botween specific points in this 
8reG, nir photogr2phs c2n be o: very great help but 
det~iled studies nre beyond the scope of this report . 
_S_E_Jt_P _O_H_T_S U_I_i V_E_1' Y_2 _r_~ o_n_T _ t __ r _E Ji s T ~~.:..S..:~_, _l'_JE_'vJ_-F_O_U_l'_J D_L_.h_ .. N_D 
Corrm1unity Little BA-y Islands. Lat . 49°38? Long . 55° 48' 
Air Photo Coverage Al2102 (2 t o 8) Al2103 (213 to 217) 
11.12020 (5 t o 9) 
r4aps ernployed 28\Jv in - 8 miles ). 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 535/5 - 107. 
2 . Area of accessible forest . 1\pprox . 4,100 acres., of which 
. 1,000 are located on the island . 
(a) Est i nated percent of slow growi ng forest . 305~ 
( b) Ov1nership and control o Crovm Land . 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port . Nil . 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . Very remot e . 
(1) slopes 
(2) boul ders , rock , etc . 
4. Sawrnills licensed for 1952. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber -- miles . 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
arua o - lTil . 
7 . Forestry Ruting . D. 
LITTLE BAY ISLANDS 
Tho tree growth on the deep - soiled valleys of Little 
Bay Island is very good, but tho fuel shortage is so acute thnt 
trees are cut as soon as thoy reach two to three inches in din-
meter . Evon though most of tho fue l is cut on the mainland 
nearby, the trees never manage to roach productive size . Mr . 
Strong , the local store owner , said that the fuelwood supply 
was supplemented each yenr by as much as one hundred and fifty 
tons of coal . 
Thero are trai l s through each of the valleys on the 
island which are suitable for sleigh- hauling of wood . Such a 
2~oad system is sufficient for tho needs of the present popula-
tion. 
Wator supply is from dug wells . Unless artesian 
water can bo tapped , no other sources aro avai l able . 
Little Bay Islands was de·1s loped for the Labrador 
trade rather than for local fishing so the severe curtailment 
of tho Lnbrador fishery has stimulated the trend towards woods 
work. Approximately fifty men depend upon woods work with the 
pulp companies for all or part of their income . 
' 
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NAME OF PLACE: 
HARBOUR FACILITIES 
Beaumont (Cutwell Harbour, Long 
Island) 
Latitude 49°37' N. Longitude 55°40'W. 
Chart 285. Air Photos: A 12102 - 3 
EXISTING VV.HARVES·: 
EXISTING BREAI0N ~TERS ~ 
& 4 
Public wharf (56 foot face). Used 
by coastal stea1ners 
Land-locked harbour 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: ·Good 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM: CONDITION:S : 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
Good 
Good 
Frozen December to April: Sea ice 
troublesome into May 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: Tidal streams very weak 
NltTURE OF BO rrTOivH Rocky 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHlffi.FAGE AND SHELTER: Not required 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Nil 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 1\1 1.~TERI _i.LS: • Rock, loose or massive, 
locally. 
Tin1ber: Green Bay 
EVG. August 1st, 1952. 
LONG ISLAND BEAUMONT 
Public wharf 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE _______ ,_ ......... ________ ·-~·---
• 
Settlement: Long Island, Beaumont. 
Area Green Bay • . 
August 1, 1952. 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 407 
(b) No . families engaged fishing 33 
(c) No.men engaged in woods work 90 
(d) No.men engaged other occupations 
2. Fishermen: 
(a ) Total No. 47 
No .Shore 47 Stationers -- Floaters --
(b) Average age 40 (c) Literacy 75% 
3. Crew Organization: : 
(a ) No. of arews 33 
No. of Skippers 33 Sons & Partners 14 
4. Method of Fishing: 
( a ) Cod Traps 5 Trawls 8 Cod Nets --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yos 
Salmon Traps Salmon Nets 100 
Lobster pots 600 Caplin Seines 2 
Herring Seines 
--
Herring Nets 
--
Mackerel Seines 
--
Mackerel Nets 
--
(b) Trap Boats 3 Motor Boats 5 Dories --
Bankers & draggers --
Sharemen --
Punts 25 
Jack Boats Long liners -- Schooners 
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a ) Cod.Light salted (1952) Q' s 300 
Cod.Hvy. salted (1952 ) q 1 s 
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. 
(b) Salmon (1952 ) lbs. 
( c) Lobster (1952 ) lbs. 9,000 
( d) Turbot (1952 ) bbls. 55 
( e ) Herring (1952) bbls . --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. 
--
( 19 50 ) Q ' s 1, 0 5 5 
Average lbs. --
Average lbs. --
Average bbls . 100 
(g ) Seals, No . --
6. 
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
Housing and ~iving Condi ti~~-~ 
• J.S 
Pairly good homes. There are some poor dwellings . This a/1oss 
attractive settlement than tho other settlements on the White Bay 
Peninsula, It is on a par with the less prosperous appearing sett l e -
ments on the northern part of tho French Shore. 
Fish Processing Facili~ies: 
(a) Existing Plants: Nil . 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds : Adequate storage 
room in fishermen's sheds for dried cod, but stages , sheds and flukes 
are poor and out of repair . 
8. Mark~ting: 
(a) Who buys fish : James Strong and Mr . Jones. Both merchant s 
are from Little Bay Islands. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credi t ~xtended to fishermen : See schedule on Little Bay Islands . 
10. Cooperative pevelopment: 
They have a cash buying club of 50 members and a small coopora-
ti ve store. 
11. The Settleme .. ·1t' s Area Of Economic Influence: 
Local area of influence. The settlement relies on merchants 
at Little Bay Islands to buy the fish and supply the fish0rmen . Tho 
settlement also relies on woods work in tho ca1nps at Badg0r and 
Robert's Arm, as a source of income. 
12. Historical Notes: 
Stationer crews used to go to the French Shore from this 
settlement. Thoy stopped going to the French Shor· in 1949, a~d 
the fishing activity of tho sottlement dropped to practically 
nothing . The fishermen still have most of their boats but their 
fishing gear has depreciated greatly . 
13 . Additional Notes On Fishery And Othor Resources And Attitude of 
Fishermen, Etc . : --· 
Twenty-five fishormon fish cod with only handlinos . Ther e 
are only three trap crews and five trawl crow~ . The cod trap 
season is from June 10 to August 10. Hook nnd line fishing con-
tinues to December 1 . 
One crew made over $600. lobstering this year . This crow 
had 200 lobster pots. Tho remainder of the lobster fishormon made 
a lesser amount becaus e they operated with fewer pots . 
The ~almon catch was poor this year bocnuso the ico kopt 
fishermen from going out. Tho catch was consumod locally. 
Five trawl crews are catching Turbot this year. Thuy had 
10 to 12 bbls . pur crew at tho date wo visited tho settlement . 
There were no seals this year . 
AGRICULTURE 
~losaary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of l ess than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
' .. ~ .... - ' 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
- ~· • - ""'-• - -
- ... .. ' .... 
.. . .. ... 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULWRE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
Beaumont, Long Island. DATE: 1-8-52. 
Very small, subsistence type gardens . 
Production below local requirements. 
Very thin soil layer over bedrock, 
weathered from granitic country rock. 
Predominantly potatoes, with very 
minor amounts of cabbage and roots. 
Limited pasture nnd hay area. 
Approximately fifty sheep and fifteen 
goats maintained. 
No agricultural potential because of 
thin soil cover and almost continuous 
rock outcrop. 
SEAPORT SURVEY 2 NORTH BAST COAST HLvlFOUNDLAND 
Community Beaumont Lat . 49o37v Long . 55°41? 
Air Photo Coverage Al2102 (2 to 8) 
11 .. laps 1~mployed 2 SVv ( 1 91 - 8 miles ) • 
Al2103 (213 to 217) 
Al2020 (3 to 9) 
1 . No . of families present now (welfare) . 407/5 - 81 . 
2 . Area of accessible forest . Approx . 6 , 600 acres , 5 , 000 acres 
of which are located on the 
island. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest - 20% to 30~~ . 
(b) Ownership and control e Crown Lands . 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
(a) Existing roads fron1 forest to port . - Nil . 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . Very poor. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders , rock, etc . 
4. Sav~~ills licensed for 1952 - 1 . 
5 . Distance to nearest licensed timber - - miles . 
6 . Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. - l"f i 1 . 
7 . Forestry Rating . C. 
BEAUl10NT 
This is a larger island than Little Bay and , with the 
same type of forest cover, it supplies fuel to all of the 
inhabitants. A portion of the saw timber required for local 
use is cut here and the remainder supplied from adjoining 
islands . 
There are no real roads on the island and at present 
a road system is not required. 
·water supply is limited to dug wells. 
Though this is a fishing port, sixty to seventy men 
were reported employed as full or part-time woods labour . 
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HARBOUR F. ·iC IL IT IES 
NAME 0 F PL.ACE : Triton ( on Traytown Island) 
Latitude 49~32 ' N. Longitude 5~ 0 36~'W~ 
Charts : 285 & 3323• Air Phatos : 
A 12021 - 38to 40 . 
EXISTING \"JHARVES : Publ ic wharf (65 foot face ) o Used by 
c.oas tal s tean1ers . 
EXISTI}JG BREAf:INATERS : None , l and - locked harbour 
APPROACIIES FR011 THE SE.A: jj'airly good 
FOG CONDITIONS : Good 
STOR~J[ CONDITI01'JS : Good 
ICE CON.DITIOI\JS.: Frozen December to April: bea ice is 
troubl esome into May 
TIDAL PECULIARI TIES : Ni l 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Rocky 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
lrnIARFAGE AND SHELTER : Not necessary 
DREDGI~JG RE'<ilJIRED : Ni l 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTIO~J ~1 ATERIALS : 
EVG . Au gust 1 s t ., 1952 . 
Rock , loose or massiv~ 
locally . 
Timber : Green Bay 
TRITON 
• 
Public wharf 
FISHlNG COMIDNITY SCHEDULE _______________ , _ _ ___ 
Settlement: Triton 
Aron; Green Bay . 
August 1, 1952. 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 400 
(b) No . families engaged fishing 40 
(c) No~ men engaged in woods work 75% of total. 
(d) No . men engaged other occupations" ---
2. Fishermen ~ 
( a) 'rotal No . 75 
No .Shore 75 Stationers Floaters -- Bankors & draggers --
(b ) Average age 35 
3. Crew Organizatj9n: 
(a) No . of Crows 29 
(c) Literacy 75% 
No . of Skippers 29 Sons & ~artner~ 46 
4. Method of Fishing~ 
Sharemen --
(a) Cod Tr~ps 5 Trawls 8 Cod Nets few 
(b) 
E). 
(a) 
(b) 
( c ) 
( d ) 
( e ) 
(f) 
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon Traps -- Salmon Nets 75 
Lobster pots yes 
Herring Seines Herring Nots -~ 
Mackerel Sein es -- Mackere l Nets 
Trap Boa ts 5 
Jack Boats 
Settlement Annual 
r1o tor Boa ts 25 
Long liners 
Catch~ .__... ______ , ___ .. ....... 
Dories 
0chooners 2 
Punts 5 
Cod. Light salted (1952 ) Q's 200 1950 Q's 545 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q f s 
Cod. Pre sh (1952) lbs. 
Salmon (1952) lb s . 2,364 Average lbs. 
Lobster (1952) lbs. 16,300 Aver age lb s . 
Turbot (1952) bbls. some Average bbls. 
Ilorring ( 1952) bbls. 
r1ackerel (1951) bbls. 
--
(g) Seals.9 i~o . --
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living C~n?Jtions: 
Good average homos. Thero are only one or two poor dwGllings 
in the settlGment. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plnn~s: Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds: Adequate storngo 
space for dried cod but fishermen's sheds aro old and out of 
repair. The fish flakes and stages are also going unrepairod. 
8. Market ir:ig_;_ 
(a) Who buys fish: Codil Willinms, Sam Roberts nnd Gordon Sim:ns . 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen: There was not much crodit s1J nr)liod 
to fishermen this year - only $200 . to ~JOO . for tho cod trap 
crews. 
10. Cooperative Developme~t.1.. Nil. 
11. The Settlement's Aroa Of Economic Influence: 
12. 
Local influence only. 
Historical Notos: 
The fishermen from this settlement us ed to go on the 
schooners to Labrador and. the French Shore. This yenr only 15 
men went on the two Labrador floater · schooners. With the decline . 
of the Labrador fishery the trend has been towards going into the 
woods to find work. There are 20 cod traps in this settlement but 
only five were out this year. 
13. Additional Notes On Fishery And Other Resources And Attitude of 
Fishermen, Etc.: 
Including the 15 men that wont to Labrador therG aro 90 
fishermen at this settlement. Of tho 75 mon that fish nt home , 
only 20 were cod fishing this year. For t y men went lobstGring. 
Lobster brings in the most value of all species cnught 
at this settlement. The lobster is bought by Northcott nnd by 
James Strong. The price of lobster to fishormon varied from .17~ 
to .22t this year. Lobster pots aro put out May 1 and taken in 
July 15. 
~ 
There is a small amount of salmon and turbot caught her e . 
The salmon catch fluctuates great ly year by year. 
About 75 per cont of tho men from this settlement roly 
on woods work as a major source of income. Fishing is only a 
part-time occupation for the majority of tho residents •. 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossar y of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres , under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables~ 
- . - . 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso -
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use , 
Production much less than require -
ments . 
,. ...... ._ ~ 
- -
LOCATION: Triton. 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
P01ENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
DATE: 1-8-52. 
Minor number of subsistence gardens 
producing much less than local re-
quirements, 
Soils weathered from granitic bedrock. 
Principally potatoesj with small 
quantities of cabbage and roots. 
Approximately 75 sheep and a minor 
number of goats maintained. Small 
flocks of poultry also kept. 
No agricultural potential due to 
rough, hilly topography and rock 
outcrop. 
• 
,~ 
SLAPORT SURV~Y NOHTH :CAS'l1 COAST NEvJFOUNDLAND ---------------~'-------------------------------
Cor.m1uni ty Triton. ' . ' Lat. 49°32 Long. 55°36 
Air Photo Coverage Al2021 (35 to 43) 
Iiaps ~mployed 2 S~J ( 1 77 - 8 mi 1 e s ) • 
Al2021 (76 to 82) 
Al2020 (3 to 9) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 399/5 - $0. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 10,400 acres, of which 
4,400 acres are on Triton Isld. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 
( b) Ownership and control. Crovvn Land. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) l~xistin8 roads from forest· to port --
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. 
(1) slopos 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Savrrnills licensed for 1952. - 1. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber -- miles~ 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
arua. - Nil. 
7. Forestry Hating. C. 
TRITON 
Tho forest on Triton island is vory much like that of 
its neighbours. The deeper soiled aroas bear fast-growing 
spruce and bnlsam which could grow into large treos if the 
nood for fuolwood were l oss acuto. Fuol and saw timber sup-
plies for the villages on the, island aro largely cut on the 
island itself. Three saw mills were operated in 1951 and one 
of those has boon licensed for 1952. 
Big Triton and East Triton are joined by a road and 
thore are several trails ovor the island. Though the island 
is very rugged, road building between the hills appears to 
offor few difficulties. Additional roads would greatly fncil-
i tate a balanced woods oconomy. 
Thoro is no lake near the villages from which a gravity 
wnter system could be supplied. Detailed study by n competent 
engineer would bo necessary for the planning of any water supply 
other than dug woll~. 
Practically all of tho able -bodied men in Big Triton 
work in tho woods during the winter months . A Bowater foreman, 
who resides hero, roportod that eighty men wero so employed 
during these months and from thirty to forty men tho year round. 
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H!lliBOUR F l.CILI .~IES 
N .. Uv1E OF PL i.CE : 
EXISTING 1:J1lA.RV ES : 
EXISTING BRE.AI0Nl~TERS : 
Pilley ' s Isl<lnd 
1 '-1 t it u de 4 9 8 .3 0 ' N • Long i t ud. e 5 5 o 4 3 f 1Jv • 
0 harts : 285 & .3.323. ai~ Photos : _ · 
A 12021 - .35 to 37 
Public wharf ( 5 .3 foot face ) • Coast·.:i.l 
steamers use this wharf . There wus 
also a mining company ' s wharf . 
None , natural land locked harbour 
.APFRO.A.CHES FHOl.'I THE SEA : Crooked and dangerous . Re quires 
better marking for guidance of 
mariners not hdving locdl knowledge 
FOG CONDITIONS : 
STORt[ CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS : 
Good 
Good 
Frozen December to April : Sea ice 
is troublesome into May . 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES : Ni l 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Rocky , fairly smooth . Anchordge 
space lin1ited 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE Al\D SHELTER : Not necessctry 
DREDGING RE~UIRED Nil 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION. r1IATERIALS : 
EVG . August 1 , 1952 . 
Rock , loose or massive 
lOCCilly 
Timber : Green Bay 
PILLEYS'S ISLAND 
Public wharf 
FISHING COMMUNI TY SETTLEMENT 
Settlement~ Pilley ' s Island 
----,··--~---
Area~ Green Bay 
August 1, 1952 . 
foEulation 469 
Settl ement Notes~ 
There is only one fisherman operating here this year. Ho 
has one 8 -10 line trawl and is catching cod and turbot down ~ t 
Bumb ly' s Bight. The last year there wa.s any fishing of signifi -
cance here was in 1949. They had approximately 6,000 Q' s here 
but two-thirds of this was Labrador-cure brought down from Bollo 
Isle. The r emainder of the fish was bought by merchants here 
from fishermen at Triton and other nearby settlements which are 
closer to the fishing grounds than Pil l ey 's Island. The 1950, 
shore fish production w~ s 155 Q' s . There is no lobster cnught 
here. 
T. Blackmore - is tho l argest d.00.l or hero. Used to b.o.ve 2 schoonorE 
which took sharemon and wont as floaters to Bell o Islo. In 19L+9, 
he lost a lot of money whon his fish ( s t ored at Harbour Graco) wont 
bad . He claims t o have lost around $15, 000 that year . Ho went out 
of the fish businoss after this. 
Woods Work: 
About 100 men from Pilley ' s Island work with Bowaters nnd tho 
A.N.D.Company in the lumber woods. These men depend entir e ly on 
woods work as a source of income . The A. ·M .D.Company operate a t 
Badgor nnd Millertown . 
r 
·' 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
.. . ,,_ ... 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
-_ ..... -.. .. - .. ... - .. 
- ...... ~ 
• 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: Pilley's Island. DATE: 1-8-52 • . 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Subsistence gardens possibly producing 
enough potatoes for local use. 
Soils derived from tuffaceous parent 
rock and existing in isolated pockets 
generally. Considerable outcropping 
and loose rock debris. 
Principally potatoes, with minor amounts 
of cabbage and root crops. Moderate 
area of pasture and hay land. 
Approximately 100 sheep, 20 horsos and 
10 goats maintained togethGr with 
minor amounts of poultry. 
No agricultural expansion possible due . 
to rough, hilly topography, rock outcrop 
o..nd peat areas. 
SEAPORT SURVEY , NORTH EAST COAST N~JFOUNDLAND 
Community Pilloy's Island Lat . 49°30 ' Long . 55°43 ' 
Air Photo Coverage A 12021 (78 to 84 ) Al2021 (150 to 154) 
Al2021 (33 to 39 ) 
1 Laps employed 2 SW ( l H - 8 miles) • 
1. No . of families present now (welfar e ). 469/5 - 94 . 
2. Area of accessible forest . Approx . 15 , 800 acres , of which 
4 , 000 acres are located on the Isld • 
• (a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest 20% to 30% . 
(b) Ownership and control . Crown Lands . ' 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port . Nil . 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . Seo notes . 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders , rock , etc . 
4 . Sa1vri.1ills licensed for 19 5 2 - 1 . 
5 . Distance to nearest licensed timber -- Lliles . 
6 . Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area . - Nil . 
7. Forestry Rating . C. 
.. l 
' f 
PILLEY ' S ISLAND 
Tree growth on this island appears either co tter than 
• 
on the previous onos, or the utilization has been more limitod . 
Pilloy ' s Island should bo able to supply nll local fuel and 
lumbor needs . 
There are no roads a t pr esent . Winter roads, satisfac-
tory for log haul, would be a great asset to the village, ns 
wood is apparently brought by boat now . 
The settlement is vory rocky so the surface water supply 
is limited . One narrow lake about three - quarters of a milo l ong 
might provo a satisfactory water supply though it should be oxam-
ined for quality . 
Tho settlement of Pilley ' s Island was built around nn 
iron mino which was operated forty years ago . The popu~ntion 
remained after tho mine closed and have existed as casual labour 
sinc e . At prosent as many us one hundred men from hero arc 
employed in tho wood s during the pulp cutting season and around 
thirty to forty in tho summer months . The number will be radi-
cally altered if , as is rumour ed , tho mine reopens . 
PLA1x Of LO ALtTY 
Scale: I 1nc.h = IOOOteet (App) 
SouNDfNGS 1 N FEET BE Low Low WAT£r< O,R 
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liA.RBOUR FACILITIES 
N'JiJJIE OF PL.ACE Leading Tickles 
Latitude 49°30' N. Longitude 55°26' W. 
Charts: 285 & 3317 Air Photos: 
A 12021 - 44 & 45 
EXISTING Vfill.RVES : F. Rowsell (for small vessels only ) 
Public wharf, 81 foot face, coastal 
steamers tie up to it 
EXISTING BRE 1JCW~·LCERS : None 
APPROACH FROl.:I TIIE .SIG.A. : Sha.l low and narrow·: beir neir 9 Ladle' 
reported to hctve only 11 feet at 
low tide. (Nfld. & Labr~aor Pilot 
ifol. 11. 1939) but this is apparently 
in error, actually deeper 
FOG CONDITIONS: Good 
STOR~11T CONDITION.S: Fairly good 
ICE CONDITIONS: Frozen Dece111ber to April : sea ice 
may be troublesome into May 
TID~L PECULIARITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTONI: Rocky and gravelly 
PO ~3SIBILITIES Oli1 PRO VIDING 
Vv1-IARFAGE .AND SHELTER : Not required 
DREDGING R"EllULttED : None 
11.VAILABILITY OF CONSTRTJCTION Nl.ATERIALS: 
EVG. August 1, 1952. 
~ock loose or quarried 
locally. 
Tin1ber: Green Bay 
LEADING TICKLES 
Public whart 
Marvita coming through Leading Tickles 
...--... 
"' 
FISHING COI'-Il1UNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement: Leading Tickles 
• Area: Gre en Bay • 
August 1, 1952. 
1. Settlement: 
( a) Population 384 (Includes Cull' s Island) 
(b) No . fami li es engaged fishing 30 
(c) No . men engaged in woods work 35 
(d) No . men engaged other oc cupations --
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No . 42 
No.Shore 42 Stationers -- Floaters Bankers & dra~g ers --
(b) Average age 40 ( c) Literacy 75% 
3. Cre~ Organization: 
( a) No . of Crews 17 
No . of Skippers· 20 
4. Method of Fishing: 
( a) Cod Traps 11 
Sons & Partners 15 Shareraen 6 
Trawls 50 Cod Nets 17 
Hand lines few Jiggers few 
Salmon Traps 3 Salmon Nets 25 
Lobster pots 1,200 
Herring Sein es 
--
Herring Nets 30 
Mackerel Seines 10 Mackere l Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 7 Motor Boats 21 Dories -- Punts 4 
Jack Boats Long liners -- Schooners 
5. Settlement Annual Catch ~ 
( a ) Cod.Light salted (1952) Q's 450 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's 
(1951) Q' s 3,000 (1950) l,86E 
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. 
--
(b) Salmon (1952 ) lbs. 7,500 Average lbs • 12,000 
( c ) Lobster (1952) l bs . 49,000 Average lbs. 70 , 000 
( d ) Turbot (1952 ) bbls . 
--
Average bbls. 
( e ) Herring (1952 ) bbls. -- ' 
( f) 1'1ackere l (1951) bbls . 500 ( g) SealsrNo . , 
- 2 
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living_C.2!1£.~tioEs: 
J:i·air average gomes . 
7. Fish ProcGssing Facilities: 
( a) Existing Plants: Nil . 
(b) Conditions of flnkes, stages and fish shods . 
The sheds, stages and flakes are adequate to store tho 
fishermen ' s own- proc ossod cod but are not being kept up properly . 
The fishermen are uncertain about the industry and w~nt to got 
rid of fish and shellfish fresh . 
8. Marketing~ 
(a) Who buys fish: Mr. Follow and Mr . Chippet Gre the two l ocal 
merchants buying cod fish . Lobster is purchased by Mr . Northcott 
of Lewisporte . Salmon is sold to thG Brand Falls market . 
9. Financing: 
(a) (ttr_odit extended to fisherme 1~ Cod fishing is .still fi cnccd 
by 75% cr~dit suppli es . Cod trap crows r oquire an average of 
$300 . to ~i'500 . Trnwl crows require ~~60 . to i 100 . in cruclit . 
Nil . 
11. The 3ettlement ' s Area of Economic Influence: Local influence 
only.-~- I/Ir . James- Stro.ng--of Li t -fle-·Bay .. -13·1-n-nds sells some~ sup ,)lj_os 
in this sottlemo~t . 
12 . Historical Notes~ Tho shore fish production has nveraged 2 9 000 Q's over tho last 10 years . There was no great amount of lobster 
caught hore until tho last three years . Fishermen b ega~ catching 
mackerel only in the last two years . They make their mnckerel 
seines out of cod traps . 
13 . Additional Notos On Fisher-y: And Other Resources ~~_9.__Atti tu_d~ _9_f_ 
Fishermen, Etc . ~ 
The cod trap season is from July 1 to July 31 . Hook nnd 
lino fishing extends to November 30. Trap Srews average 50 QTs 
per man . Trawl crews average 40 Q' s por man . 
·The lobster seo.son is from :May 20 to July 15. Tho cnt ch 
was down to about ha lf of what it was in 1951. 
Mackerel aro co.ught from Septomber 1 to Novomber 1:) . Last 
lear the catch was 500 bbls, (225 lbs per bbl) a~d the price was 
(:·;33 . 70 per bb 1 . Tho f i shcrr11on have twico as many seines to s tn.rt 
fishing mackerel with this year than they had last yonr . The 
mackerel have been available for years but were novor caught . 
The fishermen are using soinos from 60 to 90 fathoms on the round 
to catch macko,..,ol . A 70 fathom seine costs $600 to ·,-:700 now~ 
Tho fishermen in Leading Tickles area appear to be moro 
industrious than those of other nearby settlomonts in ntt0mpting 
to diversify their fishing ~ 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than )00 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens~ 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
,. - _ .. -
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
-------
Leading Tickles. DATE: 1-8-52. 
Small number of subsistence type gardens 
producing much less than locnI require-
ments. 
Residual soils weathered from parent 
sedimentary rocks. 
Principally potatoes, with very minor 
quantities of cabbage and roots. 
Approximately thirty sheep,twonty goats, 
and a minor number of horses maintained . 
Very minor quantity of hens kopt . 
No agricultural potential due to rough, 
hilly topography and almost continuous 
rock outcrop •. 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
-------
Leading Tickles. DATE: 1-8-52. 
Small number of subsistence type gardens 
producing much less than locnl require-
ments. 
Residual soils weathered from parent 
sedimentary rocks. 
Principally potatoes, with very minor 
quantities of cabbage and roots. 
Approximately thirty sheep,twonty goats, 
and a minor number of horses maintained. 
Very minor quantity of hens kept. 
No agricultural potential due to rough, 
hilly topography and almost continuous 
rock outcrop •. 
.. 
.. 
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Community Leeding rl1~cklcs 
Air I) ho to Coverage 1~12021 ( 70 to 7 8) Al2021 (3~ to 47) 
Al2021 (15d to 162) 
~'!nps c1nployed 2 S~J ( l~•' - 8 iailes) o 
1 . of fnuilies prc;scnt novr ( vrt;lf are) • Cul l vs I slnnd 
272/5 - 5h 
Lc;ading Tickle Las"L 
Leading Tickle West 
I 112; 5 - 23 
2 . Arc~ o. of G c c o s s i b 1 e; fore st • l ·~ 1) pro x • 6 , 3 0 0 n c re s , 2 0 0 C1 c r E-.: s 
of \~1ich arc on Cull's Island . 
( n) .t~stJ_uotoc1 percunt of slov1 grcn,rin~ forest . L}o~; - 50~; . 
( b) 0\JnL!rship C:llld control . Cr0\!11 J..JE'.nds . 
3 . Difficulties of utilizntion • • 
( 2) L:;(i sting roads from forest to port . r,;onc . 
( b) l'o S[3i bili ti us for ro<ids foro st to port . l;oor - thu rul~ion 
south of Lcncli11g Ti cklc 0 EcL3t 
2nd i_Juncling 1~i.1icLll:; G :jc.;st is very 
brokl;Yl ancl ro cLy . 
(1) slopes . 
(2) boulclurs, roct , etc . 
h. 3cxwr1ills licunscd for 1952 - 2 . 
5 . Di std.nc u to nGar\., st li c cnst;d tiL1 bur -- uile s . 
, 
I 
6 . CJi; portuttitic.;s for usint, port 2s o~cit fro: 1 lJ.cei1sE.-cl tit1ber 
aren . J.~il . 
I 
LEADING TICKLES 
.; 
The name Londing Tickl es is loose l y appli ed hero to 
tho settlemo~ts of Cul l ' s Is l and , Loading Tickl es East and 
Leading Tickl es West ~ rathor than to separate so tt lomonts 
which are so obviously interdependent . 
The tr oos on Cu l l' s Island are so small and have been 
cut so sovoro l y that thoy now have littl e val ue either fo r fuel 
or saw timber . Tho area immediate l y south of tho tickl e is 
vory rocky and similarl y devoid of merchantab l e forest . South 
of this belt is about suventeen hundred acres of what appears 
to be much better tree growth . However, since tho Provincial 
forest cover map prepared in 1949 shows this as non- productive , 
tbe improvement mny be purely relative . 
There is a winter trail run11ing from Lunding Tickl es 
West to Point Lca1ninc;ton , but no road . The region traversed by 
this trail is very rugged so it is unlikely that a road wi l l be 
built to thoso ports in the immediate future • 
. 
All of tho ports depend upon du g we l ls for thoir water 
supply and Cull ' s Island has no alt0rnative·source except tho 
possibility of artosiun wulls . Tho two small vi l lages of Lending 
Tickles E2st and Lending Tickl es Wost could be supplied from 
lakes south of th0m. 
Thirty to forty men from these villages nre employed 
by the pulp companies ns oither ful l - time or seasonal labour . 
' ' 
f 
I 
.. 
f ,... 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES . 
NAME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING BRE.AKW1\TERS ~ 
Cuttle Cove (Local 
c ovo ) • 
Latitude 49°29~ ' N . 
Char~t s: 28 5&3317 . 
68 to 70 . 
name Cottrell ' s 
Longitude 55°17 1w. 
Air Photos: Al2021 
Public wharf , 30 foot face . Coastal 
vessels uso this wharf . There is n 
public road passable by car from horo 
to Fortune Harbour. 
Nono . Harbour opon to tho North . 
i~PPROLCHES FROr'T THE SEJ1: Fairly good . 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDnL PECULIARITIES: 
N~TURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVID-
Good . 
Opon to North to Wostorly storms . 
Frozen Documber to npril: sea ico 
troublesome into May. 
None . 
Gravel and rock . Good holding ground 
for anchors . 
ING WH!1RF!l.GE 11ND SHELTER: Vory poor . 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Nil . 
/l.VAILli.BILITY OF CONSTRUCT-
ION M/!.TERIALS: Rock, looso o.nd massivo, locally. 
EVG. ~ugust 2, 1952. 
Timber sawn locally round Green Bo.y 
and Baio Vorto . 
COI'TRELL'S COVE 
Wharf logs Road from Cove to Fortune Harbour 
Cove. Lobster is main fishery 
School Wharf 
FISHING COM· UNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement~ Cottrell's Cove . 
Area: Green Bay. 
1. Settlement~ August 2.9 19)2. 
(n) Popula tion 301 (Including Moore 's Cov e a~d South Eas t 
( Arm 
(b) No . families engaged fishi ng 30 
(c) No . men engaged in woods work 27 
(d) No . men engaged other occupntions --
2. Fishermen~ 
(a) Total No. 80 
No . Shore 80 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & draggers --
(b) Average age 30 (c) Literacy 90~ 
3 . Crew Organizatio:t}.! 
(a) No . of Crews 42 
No. of Skippers 42 Sons & ~artners 36 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 2 
Hand lines few 
Trawls 8 Cod Nets --
Jigger s few · 
Salmon Traps Salmon Nets 60~ 
Lobster pots 2,000 
Herring Seines HerrinB Nets 20 
Macke r e l Seines Mackerel Nets 
(b) Trap Boats 2 Motor Boats 30 Dories 
Sharemen 2 
Punts 10 
J ack Boats Long liners -- Schooners 
5. Settle~ent Annual Catch: 
( a ) Cod . Li6ht s a lted (19)2) Q' s 200 
Cod. Hvy . salted (1952) Q's --
19 51 ,Q ' s 1, 0 0 0 
Cod. Frosh (1952) lbs. 
( b) Sal1non (1952) lbs. 14,000 
(c) Lobst er (1952) lbs. 65,000 
( d ) Turbot (19 52 ) bbls. 
( e) Herring (1952) bbls . 
(f) ~ackere l (1951) bbls . 
Average lb s . 27,000 
Average lbs. 60,000 
Aver age bbls. 
( g ) Seals , No .. a few 
- 2 -
Settlement Notos 
6. Housing and Li .. Y.J..£g__Q_ql}_~J.i tions_.!.. 
Houses are good average dwellings . There are no poor 
dwellings in the settlement . 
7. Fish _ __Proco~ sing Facili_1.~es: 
(a) Existinc Plants~ Nil . 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds ~ Stages and flakos 
are getting out of repair. Fish sheds are in average condition . 
8 . ~10.r~eting: 
(a) Who buys fish~ Me ssrs . Boone & Sons, Victor White and the 
Consumers Cooperative . Lobster is sold to Mr . 1Torth0ott of Lewis -
nporto . Salmon is sold in Grand l-i1alls . 
9 . Financing: 
(a) Credit extGnded to fishermen~ Most fishermen have credit 
accounts during part of the year . The bulk of the credit is given 
during 3 to 4 months of the fishing wear . Credit accounts ar0 not 
high because of diversified fishing and cash from woods work . 
10 . CooEera,tive Development: 
The Cottrell ' s Cove Consumers Cooperutivo has 25 members . 
Purchased 13,000 lbs of salmon and 12,500 lbs of lobstor this ys ~r . 
It is not registered yet . 
11 . Tho Settloment t s Area of Economic Influence~ 
------------· ... ---·-· -- ·---·~ -·~ ..... 
Not a vary large urea of influence . Messrs . Boone & Sons buy 
lobster from Paradise, a small settlement 8 miles south of Cottrolls 
Cove . 
12. Historical Notes~ 
13 . 
Twenty-five years ago four or fivo schooners from Cottroll's 
Cove usod to go ns floaters to Labrador . They were small schooners 
of 30 to 40 tons and carried a crew of 6 - 10 men . This your only 
3 men went to Labrador on the "Jan1es Strongn schooner . 
Additional Notes On Fishery And Other Resources And Attitudo of 
Fis]lorm~n_z__J~.£ . " ·- · - ·---·--·~~· N-- --- -·~··· --·---·-·--·---
'Ihe area a.round Cottrell' s Cove is an uncertain plo.c o for cod 
fishing. Last year tho catch of 1 , 000 Q' s wo.s tho best cntch tho 
settlement has hnd . Four cod traps landed 600 Q' s last year . There 
o.re five traps hore but only two wore put out this year . This y .. :nr 
they do not oxpoct a catch of over 300 Q' s • . 
Lobster is tho n1ost important hore. The r e are 50 men thnt 
go lobster fishing . The two largest operators have 160 pots botwGon. 
them. The avorago operator only has 50 pots . T:he lobster catch i s 
best from Juno 1 to Juno 30 . The lobster is all sold live . 
Tho salmon catch was poor this yonr , usually tho small 
salmon come in around July 1 and the cabch of small salmon amounts 
to nbout half of the total catch . This year thoro wore no small 
salmon. Thore aro 20 salmon fishermen here . 
Tho fishurmon do not catch any mackerel but the Leading 
Ticklos fishermen come here and fish for mackerel undor tho Cottrclls 
Cove fishermen ' s noses . 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
.. .. --· -- . . - -
- ... . .. . . ... 
. -. 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
Cottrell's Cove. DATE: 2-8-52. 
Garden typo agriculture, producing 
sufficient vegetables for local 
consumption. 
Moderate amount of hay and pasture 
land. 
Soils derived from red shales and 
slates nnd isolated till remnants. 
Potatoes, cabbage, carrots, turnips, 
beet and other roots, together with 
hay and pasture growth. 
Approximately fifty sheep and five 
cows maintained, together with 
minor numbers of poultry. 
Practically all available land is 
under cultivation but small areas 
of soil are available for expansion . 
Some potential exists on the road 
leading to Fortune Harbour. 
• 
• 
SLid OHT SUHVEY. NCJHTII LAS 1l1 COAST I IL\/FUUNlJL.al.:D 
.,... ;ijlll A$ .... z W J Ld CU $ - # WWW 
Communi ty Cottr ell?s Cove Lat . 49°2a ' Long . 55°17 ' 
Air Photo Co«rerage Al2021 (68 to 74) 
l·iaps Lri1ployed 2 SW ( i v• - 8 n1iles) 
Al2021 (162 to 166) 
Al2021. (45 to 53) 
1 . Uo . of faI11ilies present now (i.v-elfare ). 189/5 - 38 
2 . Area of accessible forest . Approx . 17 , 600 acres . 
(a) Lstir.1a.ted percent of slov1 growing forest . 30;~ to 405; c 
(b ) Ownership. and control . Cro\.vn liands . 
3 . Difficulties of utilization . 
(a ) Existi ng roads from forest to port . There i s one road 
leading to Fortune Harbour which i s 
suitable for one lane autoBobile traffic 
in dry ·weather . 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . See notes . 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders , rock , etc . 
4. SaMnills licensed for 1952 . 
5 . Distance to nearest licensed ti1:1ber - r;1iles . 
6 . Opportunities for usinG port as exit fro111 licensed tiuber 
cirea . - Hil . 
7 . Forestry Rating . C. 
• 
COTTHELLYS COVE ... _.........,. ______ _ 
-- .... 
The peninsula on which Cottrell 7 s Cove and Fortune Harbour 
nre located is almost all forested. T\1ost of it is covered with 
• sr.1all, fD st-grov1ing spruce and balsam . Like the ren1ainder of the 
Notre Dan1e Bay area, this would becon1e very valuable if the 
i11cessant der1 ands for fuel could be n1et froril other sources . 
There is one narrovv road leading to Fortune Harbour 
suitable for automobile traffic in dry weather , and a trail 
leading south to 1Joint Leamington . A road to Fortune Harbour, 
vvhich is one of the best harbours in l'Jotre Dc:u1e Bay, would r.1ost 
probably go through CottrellYs Cove. Houtes could be chosen t ha t 
have few steep gradients except at tho cliffs and hills leading 
to the seashore . 
The present water supply from dug wells could be either 
suppleme~ted or replaced by a gravity system from one or more 
of three soall lakes which are within two miles of the harbour . 
This is priLlarily a fishing village with f ew men working 
in the -vvoods. 
. ' 
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Hfl.RBOUR Fl1CILITIES 
EXISTING WHl1RVES: 
EXISTING BRE.t"1KWATERS: 
Fortune Harbour. 
Latitude 49031 1 N. 
Charts: 285 & 280 . 
Al2021- 48&49 • 
Longitud0 55°14•w. 
il.ir P.hotos: 
Public wharf (46. 4 foot face ). 
Coastal steamer use this wharf . 
Private wharf in S. E. Arm and some 
small stages . 
Nil . Excellent natural land-locked 
harbour , 
APPROI1CHES F1ROI"T THE SEA: Very good: A spar buoy or two marking 
shallow spots would help large vessols 
to enter easily. 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TID~L PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOI1: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVID-
Good . 
Generally good, but in Northwesterly 
winds the squalls in tho approach 
are heavy. 
Frozen: December to onrly May. 
None . 
Varies. Gravel to Rock . 
ING WHfl.HFl1GE AND SHEL1rER: Excellent natural harbour~ plenty of 
spac o for additional wharf age if ovor) 
required . 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Nil . 
AVJ1ILil.BILITY OF COJTSTRUCT-
ION M!l.TEHI!l.LS: Rock, ·loose or massive, locally. 
Timber: Groen Bay. 
EVG. Lugust 2, 1952. 
FORTUNE HARBOUR 
Public wharf 
Vacated homes 
Fortune Harbour 
Logs near wharf 
Populntion~ 268 
Settlement Notes: 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement . 
Area 
F1ortune Harbour 
G:Deen Bay 
This settlement used to be tho home of Labrador flonters . 
There were 12 to 15 schoonors hero about 20 years ngo but they dropped 
out completely some years ago . 
Cod Fishing - There nre no cod traps used here and no trawling is done . 
Thore is somo hnnd lining for domestic consumption . The cod fishery 
never was extensive at this settlement . The 1950, shore fish prorluc-
tion was 396 Q' s . 
Salmon Fi_~hi!lb. - This yonr one man with two salmon nets caught prr.c -
tically all that was taken here . Most of the salmon went for local 
consumption . 
Lobster - About 12 men went out for lobster this yoar . Uso 500 
lobster pots, they average about 50 pots per fisherman . Tho total 
annual average catch for Fortune Harbour is not over 10,000 lbs . 
General Notos 
This settlement appeared desortod nt tho time of our visit . 
Ovor 100 peoplo wero out o.t Buchnns . Tho men work there and taku thoir 
families to Buchnns with them. Almost two - thirds of the homes wore 
barred up nnd deserted . Mnny of those houses were neodi ng paint nnd 
other repairs . Although many of the fami l ies coma home for their 
holidays the general trend is certainly towards vncnting this s e ttl e -
ment . 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500 ' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
. . . . -
. -.... 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
, .,. ·-·- _.,. -
. .. ... .. 
LOC.i\TION: 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
PO'I'ENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
Fortune Harbour. DATE: 2-8-52. 
Subsistence type agriculture at present 
and inhabitants possibly produce enough 
potatoes for local use. 
I 
~ 
.. 
Soils derived from beach sands and 
gravels and till remnants. Moderately 
stony and with occasional rock outcrops. 
Principally potatoes, with small amounts 
of cabbage and roots. 
Approximately 50 acres in pasture and 
hay, in most cases abandoned. 
Approximately 175 sheep, 12 cows and 
6 goats maintained, together with 
minor numbers of hens. 
Some expansion could take place on 
areas now forested with spruce and firo 
Present arable land could produce approxi-
mately three times the amount now being 
obtained if properly cultivated. 
• 
SEAPORT SURVEY3 NORTH EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
Cormnuni ty Fortune Harbour Lat . 49 °31 ' 
0 
Long . 55 15 ' 
Air Photo Coverage Al2021 (45 to 53) 
Maps Employed 2 SW (l" - 8 miles ) 
Al2021 (66 to 72 ) 
Al2021 (160 to 166 ) 
1 . No . of families present now (welfare ). ;.868/ 5 54 
2 . Area of accessible forest . Approx . 16 , 000 acres . 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest . 20% to 30% 
(b) Ownership and control. Crown lLands . 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
• 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port . One road to Cottroll ' s 
Cove . 
(b) Possibilitios for roads forost to port . See notes . 
( 1) slopes 
( 2) boulders, rock, etc . 
4. Sawmills liconssd for 1952 . 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber miles . 
- --
6. Opportunitios for using port as oxit from licensed timber area . 
Nil . 
7. Forestry Rating . C. 
. ' . 
FORTUNE HARBOUR 
The forest along the Cottre l l ' s Cove -- Fortune Harbour 
road was examined in detail for ago and growth . Loader growth 
roached fifteen inches and a tree only for t y years old had 
attained a diameter of seven inches at breast hoight . Growth 
was very good wherever the dopth and quality of the soil per-
mitted. No mature forest was observed . Of special note is 
that the first red maple observed on this trip was seen along 
tho Cottroll ' s Cove -- Fortune Harbour road . 
There is the one road to Cottre11· r s Cove which could 
be extended to Point Leamington. This would be most advantageous, 
as Fortune Harbour is one of the best harbours on the Northeastern 
coast and could sorve as a major distribution point. In addition, 
trails lead from the eastern end of Fortune Harbour to points on 
the northorn ond and eastern side of the peninsula . Skid trails 
from these could roach most of the forest land in the immediate 
vicinity of the harbour . 
Thore arc several lakes in the vicinity of Fortune Harbour 
which might be utilized for a gravity system. Unfortunately theso 
lakos are widely separated and no one lake is large onough to sup~ly 
a major settlement . The water supply problem should be studied by 
a competent engineer before any developments were planned. 
Fortune Harbour was a Labrador Fisheries port and, now that 
this industry is at a low ebb , tho villagers are moving away . The 
able-bodied men are employed at coastal shipping, construction and 
as casual labour . Only thirty men were reported working for the 
large pulp companies . 
---- -
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NJ\ME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING 1N.Hl1RVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWllTERS: 
Lewisporte . Latitude 49°15 1 N. 
Longitude 55°03 1w. Chart: 4526 
(Canada ). Air Photos: Ll2101- 210& 
211. 
C. N. R. wharf: jetty type with freight 
shed and 4 lin0s of railway track at 
outer end , also water supply for ships; 
is where coastal steamers tie up . 
Imperial Oil Company has 2 oil wharves: 
there are several smaller private 
wharvesj largest of these being 
Steers Ltd . and Lowisporte whole-
salers . 
None . 
hPPROhCHES FROM THE SEA: Good, but harbour is about 25 miles 
from the open sea . 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDlL PECULIARITIES: 
NbTURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVID-
Good o 
Fairly good . 
Frozen from Dccomber to April: sea 
ice often troublesome until late May. 
Fairly strong current at spring 
flood tides . 
Mud . 
ING WH!-l.RFAGE AND SHELr:I1ER: Quite good; subject to detailed 
study. 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Nil . 
l~VAIL/1BILITY OF CONSTRUCT-
ION MliTERii1LS: Rook, loose and massive, nnd timber 
available locally. 
LEWISPORTE 
C.N. wharf 
Waterfront 
• 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Lowisporte 
Area Grand Fo.lls 
August 3, 1952 . 
Population - 1,218 
Settlement Notes~ 
Lewisporte is rapidly expanding . In 1935 , the population 
was only 700 . It is a shipping centre for Newfoundland coastal 
steamo:~s which get water and bunker (coal and oil) here . Both 
Shell Oil und Imperial Oil have storage oil tanks h ore . Lewisporto 
also supplies Gander airport with fuel . 
Lewisporte is the end of the CNR railway from Notre Dame 
Junction. It has a bank, Post office, Telegraph office and telephone 
connection with St . John ' s . You can drive a car from Lewisporte to 
Corner Brook by taking the ferry across the Exploits River . 
The two largest firms are Steers Wholesales and Lewisporto 
Wholesnles . 
On the west sido of tho harbour, to the north of the main 
centre of th0 town, is a new residential section . The houses are 
being built on modern well constructed plans, allowing spacious grounds 
between tho buildings . 
Interview with Mr . A. Nor_!ll_cott of_~~~isport.~.· 
Mr. Northcott buys lobster and salmon from Triton in Green 
Bay to Tizznrd's Harbour in the Twillingate area . This year he col-
lected lobster from 21 collection points . His total collection wns 
338,200 lbs . Of this amount 295,000 lbs was exported alive . His 
purchases of lobster havo amounted to nearly 500,000 lbs in recent 
years . This year Mr . Northcott believes Munroe will have approxi -
mately 100,000 lbs more lobster than he had. Mr . Northcott also buys 
mackerel. In 1951, he paid fishermen as high as $34 . 00 per bbl . of 
mackerel. This year due to the lower exchange value of the Amoricnn 
dollar th~ mackerel prices will be about $28 . 00 per bbl, about the 
same price as pickled turbot • 
Mr . Northcott has three collector boats and makes an 
attempt to igive a daily collector service on snlmon and lobster . Ho 
is presently building a cold storage (20' x 50') . Plans to enlarge 
this by adding extra freezing units . Ho also plans to build a small 
fish filleting plant on a small island three miles out of Lewisp ort o. 
He believes this plant would keep 40 to 50 nearby fishermen occupie d 
in catching fish . 
Eventually, Mro Northcott hopes to sell a variety of fish 
by refrigerated truck transportation to the area between Lewisporto 
and Corner Brook. 
From Lowisporte to Musgro.ve Ho.rbour, the following firrn.s 
buy lobster; A. Northcott Ltd ., Fishery Products Ltd . , and Warehflms 
and Sons. Notre Dame Fisheries has an agent ut Comfort Covo who munn-
ges the lobster-· cannery nnd buys lobster in this area for canning 
purposes . 
This year three of these firms bought the following 
a~ounts of lobster: 
A, Northcott Ltd . 
Warehams and Sons -
Fishery Products Ltd . 
338,200 lbs . 
153,000 Y? 
184,800 1Y 
SOiv1E DETAILS OF HAlJDLING AND PHOCt;SSING 
Settl ement Lewisporte 
Area Grand Falls 
August 3, 1952 . 
Northcott ' s ~9peration . 
This plant consists of a building _50 by 20 and 11' 7" 
high. Storage capacity is 2 , 019 feet, 8_5,000 lbs~ Freezing 
capacity 7,000 lbs . per day . This operation is not yet in 
production. Mr. Northcott handles quantities of up to 1,000,000 
lbs . of salmon and lobster annually for fresh shipment to the 
Mainland and local production . This varies greatly from year 
to year . 
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-Hi'i.RBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PL!i.CE: 
EXISTING WH~RVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWi~TERS : 
Comfort Cove . Latitude 49°24~ ' :T o 
Longi t ude 54°51 1w. Charts: 285&3.582 . 
!J.ir Photos : Al2021 - 236&237 . 
Pub l ic wharf ( jetty type ) of cribwork . 
210 feet long and 19 fee t wide . 
Coastal steamers coul d use this W:harf 
bu t there is no passable road from 
the shore end of it . Also private 
small wharves at Sawmill nnd Cannery ~ 
Public w.harf also acts as breakwater . 
hPPROhCHES FROM THE SEA: Good . 
F10G CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULILRITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVID-
Good . 
Fair : Worst soas from .N.E . where 
fetch is about 6 miles . 
Frozen December to April . 
None . 
Rocky . 
ING WHi~RFJl.GE ld~D SHELTER i Public wharf could bo extended . 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Nil . 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCT -
ION ~·l.TERI1"i.LS: Rock, loose and massivoJ locally 
Timber: Green Bay. 
EVG . August 4,, 1952. 
COt~ORT COVE 
Public wharf 
School 
FI1SHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Comfort Cove 
Aro a Twillingat e 
August 4, 1952 . 
1 . Settlement~ 
(a) Population 228 
(b) No . families engaged fishing 14 
( c) No . men engaged in woods work 25 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations 
2 . Fishermen~ 
-----
(a) Total No . 23 
NO.Shore 23 Sta tione1.,s Floaters Bankers & draggers 
( b) n.vorage age 40 ( c) Literacy 50% 
3 . Crew Organization~ 
(a) No . of Cr~ws 15 
N& . of Skippers 15 Sons & Partners 8 
4. Metho~f_J1ishing~ 
Sharemen --
( a) Cod Traps 
Hand lines yes 
Sa.lmon Traps --
Lobst er pots 8QO 
Herring Soinos 
l'v'.fackore l Seines 
(b) Trap Boats 
Jack Boats 
Trawls 6 Cod Nets --
Jiggers yes 
Salmon Nots 6 
Caplin Seines 1 
Herring Nets 20 
Mackerel Nets --
Motor Boats 12 Dories --
Long liners -- Schooners 
5. Settlement Annual Catch~ 
Punts 1.5 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q' s 10 
Cod • H v y . s a 1 t e d ( 195 2 ) 1~~ ' s 
(1950) Q' s 6 
Cod . Fresh (1952) lbs . - -
(b) Salm.on (1952) lbs . 100 Avorago lbs . 
( c ) Lobster ( 19 .52 ) lbs . 33,000 Average lbs . 30,000 
( d) Turbot (1952) bbls . 
--
Average bbls . 
( e ) Herring (1952) bbls . 
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls . (g) Seals , No . 
- 2 -
Sottloment Notes 
._......,.__~ .... ,__ -- -
6 . Ho us i~g and Li '!in_g_ Condi tio..Q_S.J.. 
Good homes generally . Thero aro five or six poor dwellinr,s 
r in tho settlement . 
('< 7. Fish Proce~ .. ~.J_gg__Facili ti~..§J.. 
(a) Existing Plants~ There is a small lobster and salmon CQnncry 
operatod by Mr . L. Eveleigh of Comfort Cove . The cannery ' s capacity 
~s not over 1,000 cases of salmon and l obstor in a year. Mr. 
Eveleigh operL1tos for J\Totre Da~ne.·:·BQ.y\·J:1 is.hcries • 
• 
(b ) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds : Adequate storage 
capacity in fishermen ' s sheds since there is not much shore-curo cod 
produced here . Flakes and stages are in good condition . 
8 . MarkotiD£) 
( a) Who buys fish: Mr. Head , Llowelyn Eveleigh and Guy Eveleigh~ 
aro local merchants hore . 
9. Finan~in_g~ 
(a) Crodit extended to fishermen . 
Lobster fishing is done on a cash basis and there is no credit 
given for tho small amount of supplies needed for cod fishing . 
Fishormon pay as they go . 
10 . Coo_pera.ti v_e_ pove_lopme_Q_t.;_ Nil . 
11 . ~he Settlement ' s Aron Of Economic Influence: - ---·----- ___ ,.. .... _....____ ----~_.. ______ _ 
A small amount of supplies are purchased from the merchants 
hero by residents at Nowste~d and Summ.orford settlements . 
12 . Historicnl Notes~ 
This sottlernont is approximately 80 yoo.rs old . It wGs 
founded about 1870 . Lewisporte is approximately the same nge . 
Thero is not much opportunity in the cod fishery here . Tho 
fishermen depond more on hand line2 and jiggers and tho cod is used 
mainly for home consumption . 
Lobster is the most important fishery . It is caught from 
May 1 to July 15 . The 23 fishermen all go out for lobsterJ using 
from 25 to 50 pots per man . Three fishermen have over 100 pots 
oach. 
Mr . Eveleigh has two mnckerol seines but they are usually 
rented out to Fogo fishermen . 
There is very little salmon and turbot caught hero. Fifteen 
years ago the fishermen used to catch more turbot . Then thore was 
no squid bait for 10 years and the fishermen gave up catch-Lng turbot. 
There nrc no seals caught hero . 
1) I j 
SOME DETAitS OF HANDLING AND PROCES3ING 
------- .... _ 
Settlement Comfort Cove 
Area Twillingnte 
August 4, 1952 . 
Eveleigh's opernti~n . 
Small cannery opera ted by a Mr . Eveleigh h as had a 
production of about 700 ca ses of lobster, 100 ca ses of bake -
apples nnd various quantiti es of ma ckere l, muss e ls and salmon . 
The plant has two 25 cas e r e torts,.::· . 20 case an hour sealer; 
one 15 h . p . boiler. 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of t erms u sed in attached report 
Small subs i stence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of l ess than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Smal l farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderat e number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbors, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require -
ments . 
... -~ _ ..... -
- .......... 
LOCATION: 
i\GRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTI.hL: 
J\GRICULTURE 
Comfort Cove - Newstead. DATE: 4-8-52. 
Garden type agriculture with local needs 
being produced. Several full-time farmer1 
in the aren, with up to ten acres of land 
in use, individually, and approximately 
250 acres being cropped in the whole 
section. 
Soils derived from old beach formation or 
uplifted marine sands and gravels . Soils 
well podsolized, with stones, boulders 
and cobbles throughout. At Newstead, the 
sands and gravels are generally free of 
boulders. 
Potatoes principal crop, with moderate 
amounts of cabbage, turnip, carrot and 
~oet produced. Apples are also grown, 
together with minor amounts of small 
fruits. 
Moderate area of hay and pasture land in 
use. 
Approximately 250 sheep, 10 horses and 
30 head of cattle maintained, together 
with minor amount of poultry. 
Some local expansion can bo made by 
clearing forested land, and there is roon 
for considerable development outside tho 
immediate Comfort Cove - Newstead area . 
Clearing costs might be high due to tho 
heavy forest cover and bouldery surface 
conditions. 
SEAPORT SURVEY , IJOHTH BAST COAST r{J:!VfFOQNDLAND 
Comrnuni ty Cornf ort Cove Lat. 49°24 ' Long. 54°52v 
Air ~hoto Coverage Al2021 (234 to 23 8 ) All962 (131) 
Al2021 (57 to 59) 
Al2021 (173 to 179) 
Al2101 (34 to 38) 
Ilnps empl oyed 2 SW ( 117 - $ iailes ) • 
1. I·~o . of fan1ilies present now (v-relfare). 228/5 - 46 . 
2. Ar en of accessible forest. Approx . 9, 500 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growf'.ng forest. 
( b) 01-mership and control. Crovvn Lands . 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forust to port . NonG . 
(b ) Possibilities for roads forest to port . 
(1) slopes - gentle to medium . 
etcres . 
10~~ 
(2) boulders , rock, etc. - Less thnn usually found on 
this coast. 
4o Sawr:1ills licensed for 1952. - 1. 
5. Dist~nce to n~nrest licensed timber -- nilcs . 
6. Opportunities for using port as exi t from licensed timber 
e:tren . - Nil . 
7 . Forestry Hnting. D. 
• 
COMFORT COVE 
Comfort Cove is locat ed on the nor thern tip of a 
l ong , narrow poninsula--too far out for convenient travel 
by automobile to l umbering areas in the frooze -up and 
break-up periods , and too far from the outer islands to 
serve as a ma jor fishing centre . The inhabitants claim 
thQt this is a logical distribution point from which sup-
plies can be taken in small boats, and ask that a road 
suitable for truck haul be built. Without discussing the 
validity of their claims , it may be stated that there are 
no major road construction difficulties . Tho peninsuln is 
more deep - soiled and l ess rugged than most of the Notre .Dame 
Bay r ogion . 
Du e to tho deeper soils and the smaller percentage 
of rock barren, forost growth is above average.. The small 
area of the forostod land on the peninsul a, howevor, has 
resulted in serious over-cutting . Most of tho fuel and saw 
timber is obtained from nearby islands . 
Dug wells are the only source of water supply . These 
appear very satisfactory, as one l ocated near the seashore has 
proven ample for the noeds of tho loca l cannery . 
All men return to Comfort Cove for tho l obster season, 
boyween mid-April and July. About forty n1en are Gmp l oyed in 
tho woods during tho rumaindor of the season, and thirty-five 
more may be considered as occasional woods workers. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
---------
NAME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
Exploits - Burnt Island ~ {Upper 
Harbour ). Latitude 49°31 1N. Long-
itude 55°3 1 We Air Photos: All962-
75&76. Chart No. 421 . 
Poor jetty type wharf of Cyril Serior 
on Easterly side . 
None . Land locked harbour . 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA~ From the south only~ fairly danger-
ous channel is crooked, marked with 
spar buoys . 
FOG CONDITIONS: Good 
STORM CONDITIONS: Good 
ICE CONDITIONS: Frozen December to April: sea ice 
often troublesome into May. 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: Nono 
Nli.TURE OF BOTT01'1: Mud and Rock . 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVID-
ING WHARFAGE AND SHELTER . For vessels drawing not over 10 
feet; probably site for coastal 
wharf on port sido on point nearest 
to first spar buoy . 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Not feasible . 
AVAILABILITY OF CONS'11RUCT-
ION MATERIALS: Rock looso or massive locally. 
EVG. August 5, 19)2. 
Timber: Bay of Exploits, Botwood 
and Lowisporte . 
EXPLOITS 
Bridge connecting two islands 
Burnt Island 
approaching Sevlor•s wharf 
l: 
School 
Fish culler in action on culling board 
y """v,, 
FISHING COM:MUNITY SCHEDULE 
I Settlement 
Area 
Exploits. 
Twillingate. 
August 5, 19_5'2. 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 217 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 36 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work -majority of settlement. 
(d) No. mon engaged other occupations --
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 45 
No. shore 45 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 45 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No~ of Crews 21 
No . of Skippers 21 
4~ Method of Fishing: 
(c) Literacy 95% 
Sons & Partners 24 
(a) Cod Traps 3 Trawls 6 Cod Nets --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon traps -- Salmon Nets 20 
Lobster pots 1,400 
Herring Seines --
Mackerel Seines --
Herring Nets --
Mackerel Nets --
Sharemen --
(b) Trap Boats 3 Motor Boats 20 Dories -- Punts 20 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 1,000 (1951) 2,000 (1950) 1,199 
Cod , Hvy. salted (1952) Q's 
Cod. Fresh (1952) l bs . --
(b) Salmon ( 1952) lbs. 22,500 (1951) lbs. 6,000 
( c) Lobs ter (1952) lbs.28,000 Average lbs. 
---
( d) Turbot (1952) bbls. 
--
Average bbls. 
--
( e ) Herring ( 19 52) bb 1 s. 
--
( f) Mackere l (1951) bbls, 
--
( g) Seals,No. 
--
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
The houses aro a fair average but many are allowed to go 
unropairod . Some are vacant now, as there has been a decrease 
in population . In .1935 tho population was 296 . 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a ) Existing Plants . Nil . 
(b) Conditions of flakes , stages and fish sheds . 
Adequate storage capacity in fishermen's sheds for own-
processed cod . However, the flakes, stages and sheds are in a 
state of disrepair similar to those of many other settlements in 
Notre Dame Bay that usod to participate in the Labrador fishery . 
Bo Martketing: 
(a) Who buys fish . Mr . Sceviour and Mr. Manuel . Mr . Scoviour 
buys all tho cod for Steers . Both merchants share 
the market of salmon and iobstor . 
9 ., Financing : 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen ~ 
Fishermen buy their suppl ies chiefly on a cash basis . 
Individual families usually require $200 . to $300 . during the 
fishing year . Cod trap crew's company accounts average $235 . 
10 . Co - operative Development : Nil . 
11 . The Settlement ' s Area of Economic Influence : 
The two merchants here sell supplies to fishermen at Black 
Island, Samson Island and Cottel's Island . 
12. Historical Notes: 
John Peyton , who captured Mary March tho. Beothuck Indian 
girl, lived hero . 
Exploits used to bo tho home port for about 30 Labrador 
schooners . Since the Labrador fishery hns declined , the fishing 
effort of the settlement has gradually diminished and now most of 
the men aro engaged in woods work during some part of the year . 
13" Additional Notes on Fishery and other Hosources and Attitude of 
~i she rmen , etc . : 
The cod trap season extends from June 15 to July 15. Hook 
and line fishing lasts until November 15 . 'I'he average yoar ' s 
catch is 1,200 Q' s . Thero are only throe trap crews fishing this 
year. Mr . Sceviour rents two traps to fishermen at Black Island . 
There are thirty- six mon engaged in lobster fishing . The 
lobster catch was not as good this year as it was in 1951 . 
The salmon catch was exceptionally good this year . In 1951 
the catch was only 6,000 lbs . and it was more like the average 
catch that is taken hore . 
Mackerel has not been caught so far but tho fishermen are 
fitting themselves out with ne t s in preparation to fish for 
mackerel this fall . There are no mackerel seines in the settlemonto 
-AGRICULTURE 
glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
iVIodera te nun1ber of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land, 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
. ,, . ·- .. ..._ ..... 
LOCATION: Exploits . 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
Di1TE: 5-8-52 . 
Subsistence type gardens producing 
sufficient potatoes for local use 
and minor amounts of cabbage and 
roots . 
Soils derived from calcareous sandstone 
and slates ,. Area heavily outcropped,. 
with soil existing in small pockets 
and patches, and shallow ovor bedrock. 
Potatoes, cabbage, turnip, carrot and 
beet. Some small fruit production~ 
Approximately 80 sheep, together with 
one pig, one cow and a small number of 
goats . 
Smnll aren of natural pasture and hay 
land . 
No agricultural potential duo to lack 
of soil nnd almost continuous rock 
outcrop. 
-SEAPORT SURVEY r N01tf1H EAST COAST NEvJFOUNDLAND 
Community Exploits Lat . 49°3lv Long . 55og7v 
Air Photo CovGrage All962 (75 to 83) 
Al2021 (51) Al2021 (61 to 65) . 
r'iaps employed 2 SW ( 1 vr - 8 Gi 1 e s ) . 
1 . No . of families present now (welfare ) 217/5 - 43 . 
2 . Area of accessible forest . Approx . 6,700 acres , of which 
2 , 400 are on the Exploits Islands . 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest~ 10% to 20% . 
(b) Qv,mership and control. Crown Lands . 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port . While there are no 
roads , there are trails so arranged 
that most of the forested area is 
readily accessiblo . 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . 
(1) slopes 
(2 ) boulders , rock , etc . 
4 . Sawmills licensed for 1952 . 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber -- Milos . 
6. Opportunitios for using port as exit from liccnsod timber 
area. 1',; il . 
7. Forestry Rating . D. 
EXPLOITS 
Tho Exploits Islands lie in the open sea between the 
peninsula on whi ch Fortune Harbour is located and Hew vvorld 
Island . As a result of this , ~he settlement is remarkable self-
containod , obtaining most of its fuel and lumber locally . The 
more occcssible northern island has been severely cut and , at 
present , woods operations are confined to the south . 
Ground examination and study of the air photographs show 
that , despite the rocky nature of the islands , the tree growth 
is very sntisfactory~ With the addition of some coal , the 
present fuel supply is adequate . 
There are no ronds but there are trails vvhich r:iake most of 
the forest accessible , and n very good concrete bridge connects 
th8 two islands . 
As in IJOSt sottlernonts ' water supply is fron1 dug wells e 
Two s11 all letkes on the hills of thu northern island could 
supply a gravity systen for the people living there , and one or two 
more on the south side appenr large enough to provide for tho 
inhabitnnts on the south side of the hnrbour . 
The people living in these islands are essentially fisher-
men. Twul VG Vien vvork with the lnrge pulp cori1pani es all year 
and twenty-five to thirty more in tho non-fishing seasons . 
• 
• 
WELFARE REPORT 
It is not intended, in this r eport, to present a detailed 
analysis of each community visited: on the contrary it is 
proposed to state certain general principles and ·indicate, as 
far as possible, their application to the problem of the 
future development of the north-enst coast from the point of 
view of public welfare. 
It is possible, but highly improbable, that one of the 
communities visited during the survey possesses all the re-
quirements for development, but any plan for such a community 
which does not take into consideration the effect of any 
proposed development upon the surrounding district is incom-
plete: a• in other words, development must be planned on a regional 
rather than a community basis. 
In each area it should be possible to provide the ordinary 
conveniences of modern civilized living as well as the means of 
earning a livelihood. This means that medical and health 
services must be available within a reasonable distance and that 
welfare and educational services must also be easily accessible, 
furthermore it is assumed that the educational services would 
not be limited to those offered by one or more one-room schools. · 
An adequate water supply for the entire community is 
essential if good health is to be maintained and, if the 
community is not to become an overcrowded slum, sufficient space 
must be available for suitablG building lots. At the same time 
it should be possible to develop adequate telephonic and tele-
graphic communications within the area itself as well as with 
the rest of the Province. 
Above all it must be possible to develop road communic a tions. 
Possibly this might, in the first instance, be limited to a 
local road system linking the settlements in each area but 
ultimately it involves a link with the main highroad system of 
the island • . · 
Even the most optimistic estimate of the fishing season on 
the north- east coast would not exceed six months and it is 
. 
r"' doubtful if , under prevai ling weather conditions , the actual 
number of fishing days on any part of the coast ever exceeds one 
h~ndred twenty in any year . In these circumstances the presence 
or absence of alternative forms of employment in the area during 
the months when fishing is impossible must be a vital factor in 
any plans for fisheries . 
For the purpose of this report , the north- east coast of the 
island may be divided into the following areas: 
(1) Flower's Cove , which includes the coastline from St . Margaret's 
Bay to Eddy ' s Cove and extends inland to the foothills of the 
Long Range . 
(2) St . Anthony, which includes the peninsula formed by Pistolet 
Bay and Hare Bay from Raleigh to Ireland Bight . 
(3) Canada Bay , which includes Roddickton, Engloe , Canada Hr ., 
Conche , Crouse, Fishot , St . Julien ' s and Grey Islands as well 
o.s the area between Hooping Hr . and Harbour Deep .• 
( 4) Sop ' s Arm, which includes J·ackson ' s Arm, Conoy Arm, Sop's 
Island and the area 'between Sop ' s Arm and Hampden . 
(5) The Baie Verte Peninsula from Westport in White Bay to King's 
Point in the South West Arm of Green Bay . 
(6) The Fortune Harbour Peninsula and adjacent islands east and 
west . 
(7) Twillingate, including the settlements on Twillingate and New 
World Islands . 
(8) Fogo, including the settlements on Fogo Island and Change 
Islands .. 
(9) Wesleyville whlch includes the coastline from Lumsden to 
Pools Island . 
(10) The Bonavista Peninsula - from King's Cove to Trinity . 
Any proposal for dovelopment involving a community situated 
on an island should be scrutinized with great care , regardless of 
the proximity to known fishing grounds, as it must inovitably be 
completely isolated from the mainland for at least four months of 
the year . 
If any development is planned , there sould be a long range 
plan which should be sufficiently comprehensive to allow 
commitments to be made well in advance of actual operations and 
yet sufficiently elastic to permit necessary modification from 
time to time . 
THE FORTUNE HARBOUR PENINSULA 
This is one of the 'most interesting areas on the whole 
north east coast. The Harbour itself is probably the best 
natural harbour on the mainland within easy reach of known 
fishing grounds. It is connected by road with Cottrell's Cove 
on the western side of the peninsula and probably could be 
linked with Northern Harbour on the east coast without much 
difficulty~ 
Health and medical services in this area are provided by ' 
the hospital at Botwood. 
All the schools have less than three classrooms in which 
standards of achievement are usually not high. Some of the 
schools in the area have suffered from a shortage of teachers 
in recent years. 
Although many men from Fortune Harbour have moved to 
Buchans in recent years following the so called failure of the 
Labrador Fishery, the location and the large sheltered harbour 
would suggest that the area has possibilities for development 
which would not be influenced by the presence of hospital or 
other services. 


